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Нускама / Инструкция: 

Экинчи тур (2-күн) төмөндөгүдөй тапшырмалардан турат: 

1. Угуу жана түшүнүү: 
Текстти угуу (2 жолу) жана ага карата берилген суроолорго жооп берүү (5 суроо) 
Аткаруу мөөнөтү: 15 мүн. 

2. Лексика-грамматикалык тест (40 суроо) 
Аткаруу мөөнөтү: 80 мүн. 

3. Окуу жана түшүнүү: 
Сөздүктү колдонбой, белгисиз текстти окуу жана текстке берилген тапшырмаларды аткаруу (8 
суроо) 

Аткаруу мөөнөтү: 30 мүн. 
Бардыгы: 2 саат 5 мүнөт. 

 

Второй тур (2-й день) включает в себя: 

1. Аудирование: 
Прослушивание текста (2 раза) и выполнение заданий (5 заданий) 
Время выполнения: 15 мин 
Максимальное количество баллов – 10  

2. Лексико-грамматический тест (40 заданий) 
Время выполнения: 80 мин 
Максимальное количество баллов – 40  

3. Чтение 
Чтение незнакомого текста без словаря и выполнение заданий к нему (10 заданий) 
Время выполнения: 30 мин 
Максимальное количество баллов – 10  
Всего: 2 часа 5 минут.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

1. Listening. 
Listening comprehension. For items 1-5 listen to a lecture and circle the correct option. You will 
hear the text twice. 

THE EASTERN BROWN PELICAN 

1. Which of the following descriptions of birds is about the Eastern Brown Pelican? 
 
A. It’s a large gray bird with a pouch under its beak 
B. It’s a small brown bird with a pouch under its tail 
C. It’s a brownish-gray bird with a large pouch under its beak 
D. It’s a brown bird with long legs and a pouch 

 
2. Which of the following statements is NOT true about the Eastern Brown Pelican? 

 
A. They reproduce once a year 
B. They can be seen in Florida 
C. They incubate eggs for about 28 days 
D. Nowadays there are very few Eastern Brown Pelicans left 

 
3. Which of the following statements is NOT true about baby pelicans? 

 
A. They learn to swim before they learn to fly 
B. They take turns catching fish 
C. They get food from their parents’ beaks 
D. They eat fish 

 
4. Why are pelican chicks amazing? 

 
A. They can talk to their parents from inside the egg 
B. Both parents take care of them 
C. They live in nests with their parents 
D. They are able to swim and fly 

 
5. Which of the following activities can’t male and female pelicans do together? 

 
A. Lay eggs 
B. Collect building materials for their nests 
C. Feed babies with fish 
D. Hatch their eggs 
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2. Grammar and vocabulary 

Part I    Test 

Read the following items and circle the correct option. 

1. If I had gone to the disco on Sunday nights, I _____ now. 
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank above? 
 
A. will be tired 
B. would be tired 
C. would have been tired 
D. am tired 
 

2. I bought this book from Anara. 
Which is the most suitable question for the underlined word above? 
 
A. Who bought this book? 
B. Where did you buy this book? 
C. Who did you buy this book from? 
D. What book did you buy from Anara? 

 
3. Indira judges a book by its cover. If the cover looks _____ she buys the book. 

Sometimes she is lucky and the book is good. And sometimes she is _____. 
Which of the following variants must be used in the blanks above? 
 
A. interested, disappointed 
B. interesting, disappointing 
C. interesting, disappointed 
D. interested, disappointing 

  
4. Public transport is terrible where I live. I wish I _____ a car. 

Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 
 
A. have 
B. had 
C. have had 
D. would have 
  

5. The woman who photo was in the paper saved the child from drowning. 
  A                B                           C                                                 D 
Which of the underlined elements in the sentence above must be changed to make it 
correct? 
 
A.  
B.  
C.  
D.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 



6. Our team is likely to win the match. 
Which of the following variants means the same as the sentence above? 
 
A. Our team is sure to win the match 
B. Our team will probably win the match 
C. Our team will never win the match 
D. Our team is certain to win the match 
  

7. I had to wait for a few minutes while the papers _____. 
Which is the best way to complete the sentence above? 
 
A. were translated 
B. were translating 
C. were being translated 
D. will be translated 
  

8. My friend works _____ at his English. 
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 
 
A. hard 
B. hardy 
C. hardly 
D. as hard as 
  

9. Fleshy fruits that will be eaten _____ normally are harvested _____ hand to ensure 
that they will be free from blemishes, a quality _____ by regular consumers. 
Which of the following variants must be used in the blanks in the sentence above? 
 
A. fresh, by, preferred 
B. freshly, at, prefers 
C. freshness, with, preferring 
D. freshman, without, to prefer 
   

10. _____ E-mail enables computer user _____ messages and data through a local area 
network or beyond through a nationwide or worldwide communication systems. 
Which of the following variants must be used in the blanks in the sentence above? 
 
A. The, send 
B. _____, sending 
C. _____, to send 
D. An, sent 
   

11. The Prime Minister arrived back in London last night, and _____ by reporters 
immediately. 
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 
 
A. besieged 
B. was besieged 
C. has been besieged 
D. had been besieged 

   
 
 
 



12. _____ my boss nor my colleagues laughed at my joke. 
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 
 
A. Either 
B. Both 
C. Neither 
D. Nor 
   

13. When I _____ to use my laptop, I realized the battery _____ down. 
Which of the following variants must be used in the blanks in the sentence above? 
 
A. had tried, ran 
B. tried, had run 
C. was trying, was running 
D. has tried, has run 
   

14.  How old are you? 
                      A 
 Seventeen. I’m enough old to get married, but I’m not old enough to vote. 
                                   B                    C                                         D 
Which of the underlined elements must be changed to make the sentences above 
correct? 
 
A.  
B.  
C.  
D.  
   

15. I. Sapar used to live in Osh. 
II. Adyl is used to living in Osh. 

III. Bolot has been living in Osh since he arrived there 10 years ago. 
IV. Renat has just left Osh for Bishkek. 

Which of the boys live in Osh? 
 
A. Sapar and Adyl only 
B. Bolot and Renat only 
C. Adyl and Bolot only 
D. Sapar and Renat only 
 

16. Olivia gave me her poem so that I _____ read it. 
Which of the following variants must be used in the blank in the sentence above? 
 
A. may 
B. can 
C. had 
D. might 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



17. The _____ you worry about it, the _____ you will feel. 
Which of the following variants must be used in the blanks in the sentence above? 
 
A. more, worse 
B. most, worst 
C. much, bad 
D. most, worse 
   

18. It is raining outside. 
I. Samat had better close the door. 

II. Alina would rather close the door. 
III. Sonya prefers to close the door. 
IV. Oleg wants to close the door. 
Which of the following variants above are close in their meaning? 
 
A. I and II only 
B. III and IV only 
C. I and IV only 
D. II and III only 
   

19. As the years went by, they had _____ things to say, and _____ interest in talking to 
each other. 
Which of the following variants must be used in the blanks in the sentence above? 
 
A. the fewest, the least 
B. fewer, less 
C. the least, the fewest 
D. less, fewer 
   

20. Max is good at playing chess. 
Alex plays chess even better than Max. 
Aziret plays chess as well as Max. 
Victor is the worst chess player. 
Which of the boys is the best player? 
 
A. Max 
B. Alex 
C. Aziret 
D. Victor 
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Part II     Text “Ice Festival” (word formation) 
 
For questions 1-10 read the text below. Use the word given at the end of some of the lines to form a word 
that fits in the gap in the same line. There is an example at the beginning (0). 

Write your answers in capital letters in the table below the text. 

Example:  

0  I N V I T A T I O N         
 

ICE FESTIVAL 

I’ve just come back from a great trip to Germany! I had an (0) …….. from a 
friend to go to an ice-sculpture festival and it was really (1) …….. . The festival 
was in his home town and has been held (2) …….. for each of the last ten years. 
Artists come to the festival’s ice art exhibition from all over the world, so there 
is always a very international atmosphere. 
The temperature inside the festival tent was constantly minus 8 degrees, which 
was to keep the sculptures below (3) …….. point so that none of them melted. 
Even the tiniest details remained (4) …….. shaped throughout the festival. 
Apparently, apart from having to carve their (5) …….. accurately in ice, the 
most (6) …….. thing for the artists there was working in such low temperatures, 
so the sculptures really are a great (7) …….. . The wide range of different 
sculptures included a giant bear and some beautiful swans in (8) …….., but one 
subject for an ice sculpture that was particularly (9) ……... was a fire made of 
ice! 
It was a really fantastic festival, and I can thoroughly recommend a visit. It was 
a highly (10) …….. experience. 
 

invite 
impress 
annual 
 
 
 
freeze 
perfect 
create 
challenge 
achieve 
fly 
expect 
 
 
enjoy 
 

 

1            

2            

3            

4            

5            

6            

7            

8            

9            

10            
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Part III    

Complete the gaps in the text with the appropriate words or expressions from the box. You 
may need to change the form of some of the words. Write your answer in the table below the 
text in capital letters. Some words from the box are not used. 

nuclear family     upbringing     formative years     divorced     well-adjusted     
responsible     foster family     juvenile delinquency     brought up     running wild     

birth rate     siblings 

 

Bob’s problem began during his (1) _____. His parents got (2) _____ when he was young, 
and neither of his parents wanted to raise him or his brother or sister, so he was (3) _____ by a (4) 
_____ chosen by his parents’ social worker. Unfortunately, his foster father was a strict 
authoritarian and often beat him. Bob rebelled against this strict (5) _____and by the time he was 
eight, he was already (6) _____ shoplifting and playing hooky. By the time he reached adolescence 
sometime around his thirteenth birthday, he had already appeared in court several times, as a result 
of his (7) _____. The judge blamed his foster parents, explaining that children needed (8) _____ 
parents and guardians who would look after them properly. The foster father objected to this, 
pointing out that Bob’s (9) _____ his two brothers and sister – were (10) _____ children who 
behaved at home and worked well at school. 
 

1            

2            

3            

4            

5            

6            

7            

8            

9            

10            
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3. Reading 

Read the statements below the text about home schooling. Then read the text and decide if each statement is 
(C) correct or (I) incorrect.  
Write your answers in the table below the statements. 

Text “Home Schooling” 

According to recent statistics, over two million children in the United States are receiving their 
education at home. For many parents who want their children to be taught in a more unconventional manner, 
home schooling is becoming the preferred choice. 

These parents come from all walks of life and have many different reasons for wanting to educate their 
children themselves. Some choose home schooling because they are concerned about the values taught in 
state schools. Others are worried about the dangers of sending their children to large schools, which may be 
some distance from home or have children with health problems. Some simply feel that they can offer more 
to their children than a teacher who has twenty or even thirty children in the class. 

There are many benefits to home schooling. First of all, parents who educate their children at home 
have the freedom to decide what to teach and how to teach it, as they do not have to follow a set plan and use 
set teaching methods. They can therefore teach their children more than just facts and help them to learn 
vital life skills. In addition to this, they have a more flexible schedule and are therefore able to spend more 
time together as a family. Moreover, children can learn at their own pace and study subjects which are not 
included in the school curriculum. They can become involved in their own education and take responsibility 
for it. In this way, they do not have to wait until they leave school to explore their own interests and 
passions. 

Learning about topics which interest them at a speed which suits them gives children a great sense of 
achievement and motivates them to learn even more. Therefore, learning becomes its own reward, as the 
children enjoy developing their understanding and knowledge of the world around them. When a child’s 
curriculum is directly linked to them, they will never get bored or feel that what they are learning is useless. 
Children who are educated at home also learn how to find out information for themselves by using resource 
books or researching on the Internet instead of relying on a teacher to give them all the answers. In other 
words, they are encouraged to think for themselves and use their initiative. 

So for those parents who choose not to educate their children the traditional way, home schooling is 
not just an alternative option. It’s a choice which has to do with freedom, responsibility and the joy of 
learning. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Statements 

1. People who educate their children at home have the same background. 
2. Many children contract illnesses in state schools. 
3. Some parents are sure that it is safer to educate their children at home. 
4. Children usually receive more parents’ attention if they are educated at home. 
5. Parents who teach their children at home are forced to follow a certain teaching plan. 
6. Home schooling gives a good opportunity for children to make their own decisions about their 

education. 
7. While learning at home, children are more motivated. 
8. Children who study at home spend too much time on the internet. 
9. Children educated at home turn into independent learners. 
10. The author of the text is more likely positive about home schooling. 

 

1  

2  

3  

4  
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